TIPSUBMIT

FULLY ANONYMOUS TIP SUBMISSION
Community engagement is the essence of a successful
crime prevention program. Your citizens hold a wealth of
knowledge and can be your most valuable resource if they
have the tools to connect. With better communication your
agency gains better partnership and safer communities.
TipSubmit is tip submission interface specifically designed
to connect citizen knowledge to law enforcement and boost
your community partnership. TipSubmit inspires information
sharing from citizens with an easy and anonymous tipping
portal for consistent data capture.
Agencies benefit from the intuitive tip management interface
specifically designed for Law Enforcement to communicate,
share and act upon reported information.
INCREASE COLLABORATION, CLOSE MORE CASES
Connect with your citizens and solve more cases using
TipSubmit. Collect, organize, and disseminate tip details and
statistics with an easy-to-use, responsive application. With
enhanced features and modernized interface, apply greater
insight and control of tip data for better awareness and
quicker resolutions that improve your agency’s effectiveness.
Citizen Tip Form
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INTUITIVE, INTEGRATED, AND PURPOSE-BUILT TIP MANAGEMENT
Streamline tip triage and action with CommandCentral TipManager
Seamlessly connect with CommandCentral applications to maximize
community intelligence across your operations with TipManager:

CommandCentral Aware:
Display tips in our real-time situational awareness console that
combines voice, data and video into a single, integrated position to
better support real-time operations.

CommandCentral Vault:
Store tip multimedia along with other video sources to streamline
digital evidence management.

Law Enforcement TipManager

FEATURES
Easy Online Tip Form: Promote citizen tipping with a responsive
and mobile-optimized web form for fast and simplified tip submission.
Standardized Data Collection: Gather structured tip data that
prompts tipsters to report key details allowing consistently organized
information for your agency.
Two-Way Dialogue: Anonymously communicate back and forth
with tipsters through web chat or SMS tipping for additional
information, new leads and relationship building.

Keyword Search: Quickly find relevant data by entering partial or
full strings. Results are returned instantly and highlighted for easy
identification.
Simplified Sharing: Transfer tip details directly to other subscribed
agencies or share via web link to external users with the option to
redact specific fields.
Reporting and Analysis: Easily analyze tip data to uncover deeper
insights and create reports to intuitively visualize your data.

QR Code Generator: Streamline the tipping process by creating
a unique agency code for a tipster to scan and instantly share tip
details via SMS.

Reward Calculator: Easily configure the reward calculator to
appraise a tip and determine a monetary suggestion to compensate
your tipster for useful collaboration.

Enhanced Notifications: Get instantly notified by noise alerts
of any new tips or developments and define high priority tips with
optional user-defined keywords.

SUCCESS MADE EASY

Full Multimedia Support: Receive up to five multimedia
attachments from citizens, at 100 Mb each, with every tip.
Media Player: View multimedia submitted in a tip to instantly triage
and act quickly.

Deploying in the cloud as-a-service means your data is protected
and costs predictable while transferring system management to us
so you are always up and running at your best. Our expert teams
automatically keep you up-to-date while ensuring the highest levels
of performance. And if you ever need help, we’re available, just like
we’ve always been.

For more information, please visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/tipsubmit
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